We discuss the meaning of super resolution (SR) from single image. We distinguish between two approaches: 1) image reconstruction that infers high resolution details, 2) imaging process that indirectly captures information about the fine details.
Introduction
Classical super resolution (SR) techniques typically employ multiple acquisitions to capture indirectly clues about high resolution (HR) details that are not explicitly visible in a single image. For instance, with the most common SR technique, with which multiple low resolution (LR) images are captured at subpixel shifts, clues about high frequencies are spread across the multiple LR images in form of aliased spectral frequencies. Then proper algorithm extracts the high resolution data from the multiple LR images, thus virtually extending the bandwidth. Notice that this kind of SR is an imaging process involving proper acquisition combined with appropriate algorithm.
Unlike classical SR techniques that use multiple exposures several techniques that use only one image were proposed e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] to name just a few. In those works a HR resolution is obtained from only one LR image. Increasing the resolution from a single image may appear puzzling to those that are used with classical SR techniques; how can it be that details that were not captured can be restored? How could it be that the bandwidth of the process is extended without the need of multiple exposures to unfold the aliased frequencies? One that is used with the concept that the whole degrees of freedom representing the image needs to be captured may regard extracting SR details from single LR image as some kind of charlatanism rather than science. But the fact is that the SR techniques from single image eminently work; they do produce HR images containing more details [see for example Fig To reduce confusion we first classify the single image SR techniques in two groups and then we review the concepts behind each approach. The first type of single image SR techniques we call "Single Image Super Resolution Enhancement (SiSRe)" referring to reconstruction process that extrapolates the HR details using some clever deduction from the given LR data (and possibly additional database). The second group which we term "Single exposure Super Resolution Imaging (SeSRi)" refers to the imaging process that encodes economically the visual details within some limited available bandwidth and then digitally reconstruct the HR image with an appropriate numerical algorithm. In the following we describe briefly these two types of single image SR techniques.
Single Image Super Resolution Enhancement (SiSRe)
SISRE refer to digital process applied to a given LR image to recover a HR image. It is assumed that there is no access to the imaging step so that the starting point is a given LR obtained according some known or unknown conventional imaging process. SiSRe typically use "example based SR" techniques (e.g. [1, 2] ) that employ dictionaries built from the correspondence between low and high resolution image patches in a relevant database. With these techniques the correspondence between low and high resolution patches are learned from a database of high and low resolution image pairs. The dictionary generated this way (relating low to high resolution patches) is the applied to the given LR image to recover its most-likely HR version. Note that that "most-likely" HR version depends on the goodness of the dictionary therefore reconstruction of true object (unknown) details is not guaranteed. For this reason these methods are also called "image hallucination" methods [1] .
Another type of SiSRe method is one that instead of using an external database for generating the dictionary, different scales of the same image is used [3] . In [3] it was observed that patches within a natural image tend to recur many times across different scales of the image. The recurrence of patches across different (coarser) scales of the same image is used as examples of LR/HR pairs of patches that are used to build the dictionary. It is pointed that the HR details obtained with SiSRe are not guaranteed to be the same as the true object details. For example in Figs. 1(c) and 2(c) , despite many fine details were recovered (e.g., beard, hair, eyelashes, bricks texture) some were not (bar target, shirt collar). SR by factor 2x2 is demonstarted however much higher SR ratios are demonstrated in [4] . It is also shown that the SeSR technique in [4] overcomes both resolution loss due the sampling process (i.e., performs so called "digital SR" or "geometric SR") and resolution loss to the finite optical bandwidth (performs so called "optical SR") . 
Conclusions
In answer to the question in the title: yes, but it depends on what we mean by single image SR and what we expect. With SeSRi true SR is possible providing that (1) we can employ the special imaging hardware (e.g., that in [4] ) the object is sparse in some domain (which often happens). The SR is true because the HR reconstructed details fit with very high probability to that of the real scene. If we have no privilege to use special imaging hardware and rather we have only LR image obtained with conventional imaging system then we can employ SiSRe. However, the performance of the SISRE depends on the preciseness of the dictionary which in turn depends on the appropriateness of the data used in the learning process.
